INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Please read through this instruction manual before starting to use your TAMA Hi-Hat stand.
Thank you for your purchase of this TAMA Hi-Hat stand. To ensure safe and efficient use of this product, please read through this manual
before beginning assembly. Store this manual in a convenient place for future reference.

ᝢం
ȧΈႊȾȽɞҰȾǾ॒ȭటᝢంɥȝᝣɒȢȳȨȗǿ
ȦɁ࣊ɂÔÁÍÁʙɮʙʍʒʃʉʽʓɥȝ៳ȗ˨ȥᬯȠǾȾȕɝȟȻșȧȩȗɑȪȲǿᛏֿɁॴᑤɥԚґȾᄉȪǾާпȾȧΈႊᬯȢȲɔȾጸҰȾ॒
ȭటᝢంɥȝᝣɒ˩ȨȗǿɑȲǾటᝢంɂ۾ҒȾίከȪȹ˩Ȩȗǿ

2. Setting the Hi-Hat Cymbal/ʙɮʙʍʒʁʽʚʵɁ͇Ȥ

Æéç®± ¨َ±©
Hi-Hat clutch
ʙɮʙʍʒˁɹʳʍʋ

Bottom seat
ʦʒʪʁ˂ʒ
Upper tube
˨ʛɮʡ

Pull rod
ʁʽʚʵʷʍʓ
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A

C

Æéç®²ᴥَ²ᴦ

* Attach the top cymbal to the Hi-hat clutch. Remove the
lower nut and a felt from the clutch (fig.2).
After inserting the cymbal to clutch, reattach the felt
washer and the nut. Please make sure that the lower nut is
firmly tightened. To adjust the tightness of cymbal on the
clutch, please use two lock nuts upper than the cymbal.
* By tilting the bottom cymbal slightly, you can adjust the
sound of Hi-hat cymbals. Adjusting method is different
depending on the model.
ª ɹ ʳʍʋȾ˨ϫɁʙɮʙʍʒʁʽʚʵɥɝ͇ȤɑȬǿَ²Ɂ
ɛșȾǾ˩ϫɁِްʔʍʒȻʟɱʵʒɥˢ۶ȪǾ̝Ɂʟɱ
ʵʒɁᩖȾʁʽʚʵɥયɓɛșȾȪȹِްȪɑȬǿ˩ϫɁِް
ʔʍʒɂ॒ȭ፻ɔҒɝǾʁʽʚʵɁ፻ɔщնɂǾ˨ϫɁʷʍɹ
ʔʍʒȺᝩȪȹ˩Ȩȗǿ
ª ˩ϫɁʁʽʚʵɥߵȪϿȤɞ̜ȺǾʙɮʙʍʒɁᬩɥᝩȺ
ȠɑȬǿʬʑʵȾɛȶȹᝩศȟႱȽɝɑȬǿ

Type-A

Hi-hat cymbal (top)
ʙɮʙʍʒʁʽʚʵᴥʒʍʡᴦ

Lock nut
ʷʍɹʔʍʒ

Felt
ʟɱʵʒ
Lower nut
ِްʔʍʒ

Æéç®³ ¨َ³©
Bottom seat / ʦʒʪʁ˂ʒ
Felt
ʟɱʵʒ

Type-A

Place the bottom cymbal onto the felt of bottom seat. Then attach
the top cymbal with clutch through the pull rod. The general set
up is to set so that there is a gap around 1 inch between the top
and bottom cymbals when the pedal is in raised position.
By turning adjust bolt, you can tilt the bottom cymbal. Once you
have achieved desired sound, tighten the lock nut of bottom seat.

Lock nut
ʷʍɹʔʍʒ

Adjust bolt
ᝩʦʵʒ

Type-A

Radius rod
ʳʂɬʃʷʍʓ

˩ϫɁʁʽʚʵɥʦʒʪʁ˂ʒɁ˨ȾʅʍʒȪȲऻǾ˨ϫɁʁʽʚʵɥ
͇ȤȲɹʳʍʋɥʁʽʚʵʷʍʓȾᣮȪǾِްȪɑȬǿ ̝Ɂʁʽʚ
ʵɁᩖ᪣ɂǾʤʊʵɥᡍɦȺȗȽȗৰȺ²ᵻ³ãíሌ࣊ȟˢᓐᄑȺȬǿ
ᝩʦʵʒɥوȪȹʦʒʪʁʽʚʵɁϿȠɥᝩȪǾܧɒɁᜏ࣊Ⱥʷʍ
ɹʔʍʒɥ፻ɔȹِްȪɑȬǿ

Tilt
ϿȤɞ

Type-B

Type-B

1. Assembly/ʃʉʽʓɁጸ
* Open the tripod as shown in fig.1.
Tighten the T-bolt A, and stand the
lower section upright.
* Insert the radius rod into the frame
hole.
* After screwing the pull rod into hex
nut on the top of lower section, fit the
upper tube over the pull rod into the
lower tube. Tighten the T-bolt B at
desired height.
ª َ±ɁɛșȾ˧ᑬɥᩒȠǾÔټʦʵʒÁɥ፻
ɔȹʃʉʽʓɥȹɑȬǿ
ª ʳʂɬʃʷʍʓɥʟʶ˂ʪɁሰȾᣮȪɑȬǿ
ª ʁʽʚʵʷʍʓɥ˩ʛɮʡɁ˹Ⱦȕɞф
ᜏʔʍʒȾʗʂᣅɦȳऻǾ˨ʛɮʡɥ˩
ʛɮʡȾષоȪɑȬǿܧɒɁᯚȨȺÔټ
ʦʵʒÂɥ፻ɔȹِްȪɑȬǿ

By changing the mounting position of gray colored seat under
the felt, you can choose flat or tilted set up for bottom cymbal.
To remove the seat, while pinching the two hooks, lift them up.
When you want to tilt the bottom cymbal, align the "Tilt" mark
on gray seat with a line on black bottom section, then push
down the seat.
Put felt on the seat, and then place the bottom cymbal on that.
Then attach the top cymbal with clutch through the pull rod and
fix it at desired position.

Hook

FLAT
෩ࢲ

TILT
ϿȤɞ

Type-B
ʟɱʵʒ˩ȾȕɞཎᓨɁʁ˂ʒɁտȠɥ۰țɞ̜ȺǾʦʒʪʁʽʚʵɥϿȤ
ɞȞࢲɜȾȬɞȞɥᤣȺȠɑȬǿᚾϫȾȕɞ̝ɁʎʫɥଊɑɦȺઃȪ˨
ȥɞȻɵʍʡɥɝ۶ȮɑȬǿʁʽʚʵɥϿȤɞȾɂʦʒʪɁᄻԱɥ
ÔÉÌÔϫȾնɢȮȹѓɆِްȪɑȬǿʁ˂ʒɥِްȪȲɜѓɆʟɱʵʒɥ̋
ȮɑȬǿ
˩ϫɁʙɮʙʍʒʁʽʚʵɥʦʒʪʁ˂ʒɁ˨ȾʅʍʒȪȲऻǾ˨ϫɁʁʽ
ʚʵɥ͇ȤȲɹʳʍʋɥʁʽʚʵʷʍʓȾᣮȪǾܧɒɁͱᏚȺِްȪɑȬǿ

3. Swiveling Foot
It is a convenient feature to play using the twin pedal (sold separately). By loosening both T-bolt A and square
head bolt C, you can rotate the tripod freely. It makes more space to set left pedal of twin pedal unit.
Please retighten both bolts firmly at desired position before playing.
Note: Some models don't have this feature (They don’t have bolt C).
ʎɮʽʤʊʵ¨ҝۨ©ɥΈႊȬɞ᪨ȾΠҟȽൡᑤȺȬǿÔʦʵʒÁȻᜏᭀʦʵʒÃɁ˵ɥɔɞȻǾ˧ᑬɥوᢆȨȮɞ̜
ȟҋ఼ǾʎɮʽʤʊʵɁࡿϫɁʤʊʵɥɛɝʅʍʒȪɗȬȢȽɝɑȬǿ˧ᑬɁտȠɥขɔȲɜҰȾ̝టɁʦʵʒɥ፻
ɔȹِްȪȹ˩Ȩȗǿ
าº ÃȾᜏᭀʦʵʒȟིȗʬʑʵȾɂǾȦɁൡᑤɂȕɝɑȮɦǿ

This instruction manual was issued November 2011.
Specification and design are subject to change without notice.
ȦɁᝢంɂ²°±±ࢳ±±ఌး٣Ɂ࿎ȺȬǿ
ᛏֿᓦɁȲɔȾ̙֖ȽȢ̈́റɥ۰Ȭɞ̜ȟȕɝɑȬɁȺǾȕɜȞȫɔȧ̘੪˩Ȩȗǿ
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